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Social Studies  

Revision Sheets  

Grade 9 

Third Term  

Name;________________  

 Q 1: Fill in the spaces: 

1. When bureaucracy is rampant, corruption is ___________________, equal 

____________________ will not exist. 

2. If you kill the ________________ you kill hope. 

3. It is only normal for young people to feel __________________________ and 

_____________________ when they become entrapped in a bitter situation. 

4. If life means ______________________ energy, does not ________________ 

energy mean the opposite. 

5. Some leaders use the powers vested in them to forcibly impose change a 

_________________________________________ kind of approach. 

6. ________________ does not mean refusing to work. 

7. Motivation fuels excellence in people and stirs their _________________________. 

8. Think positively and you will see things ________________________. 

9. The ________________ sector is dynamic by nature. 

10. Jebel Ali port is the world’s largest _____________________________________. 

11. The world’s best horses are now being trained in _________________________. 

12. The greatest risk for a man is not to ____________________________________. 

13. Money is the nerve center of any _______________________________________.  

14. Burj Al arab was designed in the form of the _____________________________. 
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15. The World’s largest vegetable market in _________________________________. 

16. The way to conquer the impossible is to _________________________________. 

17. Making the right decision at the right moment is one of the most important factors for 

__________________ . 

18. To avoid failure , a leader must develop his vision according to a strict ____________. 

19. Behind every failure lies a failed ___________-, and behind every failed decision lies a 

government that failed its ______________. 

20. The pearl industry was the backbone of the economies of the gulf states in general and 

of _________________ in particular.  

 

Q2: Answer the following questions below:  

1- Write the names of three projects are made in Dubai: 

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________  

___________________________________________________________________ 

2- . Write three common points between the biggest projects in Dubai:  

      ___________________________________________________________________  

     ___________________________________________________________________  

    ____________________________________________________________________  

3- Who said this statement: ‘’The greatest risk for a man is not to take risks ‘ 

  _____________________________________________________________________  

4- What is meant by Godolphin ? 

______________________________________________________________________  

5- What amazing features that Sheikh Mohammed noticed about the horse? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

6- Why employees are usually frustrated? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________   

7- What the managers have to make sure about employees? 

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

8- How can we monitor a leader’s performance? 

_______________________________________________________________________  
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9- What will be the consequence if the govt. fail to give their people any cause for optimism? 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________ 

10- What is the mission of any govt? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

 

11- How can we find a solution for problems? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

12- How can a leader tip the balance between success and failure? 

______________________________________________________________________  

13- How can a leader avoid making wrong decisions? 

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q3: Put (T) opposite each true statement and (F) opposite each false statement:    

 

1- Delay and procrastination are the enemies of failure.(       ) 

2- Teamwork is the major driving force of any great undertaking.(        ) 

3- Delegation of power is temporary by nature.(          ) 

4- Oil was discovered at the fateh field in 1966.(         ) 

5- 1980 was the date for the beginning of the rise of modern Dubai. (        ) 

6- Great Britain remained in the trucial states until 1971.(         ) 

7- Arabs are brought up on the love of horses and the desert .(          ) 

 

     Q4 : Match the following : 

1- Rewards    - adapt to new realities    

2- Beauty and ugliness  -   improves motivation 

3- Frustration    -  everything that is beautiful 

4- Positive life    - injustice 

5- Change    - onlooker    
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